Capture and transmit jobsite data from the field to the office in real time. Viewpoint Field Management is Vista on a mobile device, configured out-of-the-box and ready to go. Save on the expense and eliminate the risks and complexities of disconnected field apps and manual pen and paper processes. Maintain Vista as your single source of truth for project data by having your field staff write information directly to Vista forms without syncing or relying on connectors or third party-integrations.

Eliminate the double handling, manual data entry and slow journey of data from field to office that are common when the back-office ERP is disconnected from the field. Viewpoint Field Management puts real-time and easy-to-use capabilities for labour time and production unit capture, PO and material requisition, training, huddles, equipment management and more into the hands of field personnel in a responsively designed web app and offline capable mobile app for iOS, Android and Windows phones and tablets.

**BENEFITS**

- Field-to-office integration
- Improve communication
- Access Vista in real-time
- Optimised for mobile
- Simplify data capture
- Eliminate double handling
- Reduce complexity
- Extend Vista to the jobsite
CAPABILITIES

LABOUR TIME CAPTURE
Empower site supervisors and foremen to easily capture and enter labour time directly to Vista PR timecard batch entry from a mobile device. Time can be entered for individuals or in bulk. Utilise Vista lookups so that phases and jobs are never out of sync. Flexible review and approval workflows ensure accuracy and timeliness and digital signatures ensure accountability.

PROGRESS ENTRY
Capture daily production directly from the field without paperwork and trips back and forth to the office. Production units entered update Vista reporting, giving project managers the ability to review productivity by crew, outstanding units and units to be billed.

PURCHASE ORDERS & REQUISITIONS
Remove delays and layers of communication with the ability to create field POs or requisition materials from inventory from the jobsite. Vista settings control permissions and Vista lookups ensure POs and materials requisitions are coded to the right job.

MATERIAL RECEIPT
The best place and time to receive materials is upon delivery. Record units delivered, capture images of the receiving ticket and post the data directly to Vista.

TRAINING
Mitigate risk by gaining visibility over the training history, skills and certification of jobsite personnel. Easily track and manage training courses with an intuitive dashboard.

DAILY HUDDLES
Keep project teams aligned and accountable by managing the huddle schedule and documenting talking points and action items.

EQUIPMENT
Track usage and maintenance for equipment. As projects multiply, keeping track of equipment and assets is key to maintaining productivity and preventing losses in the field. Extend your EM data from Vista directly to the field. Search for any piece of equipment to view location, information and meter readings. Transfer equipment individually or in bulk, update mileage and workhour meters and manage mechanic’s work orders pre-populated with the equipment’s information. Work orders can be created, viewed, edited and closed, allowing service crews to coordinate and record maintenance and repairs.

Visit us at Viewpoint.com.au, call +61 2 9492 4100, or email productinfo@viewpoint.com to learn more or see an informative demo.

ABOUT VIEWPOINT
Viewpoint, a Trimble Company, is a leading global provider of integrated software solutions for the construction industry. Viewpoint software enables customers to integrate operations across the office, team and field to improve project profitability, enhance productivity, manage risk and effectively collaborate across the broad construction ecosystem. With nearly 8,000 clients, including more than 40 percent of the ENR 400, Viewpoint’s innovations are transforming the construction industry by fully integrating operations across financial and HR systems, project management tools and mobile field solutions.